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(e.g., game matches
and who won)
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Data

In [ ]: def team_strength(team):
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teamstrength team game)
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;EVIDENCE
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(lazy '(NG) 1) ;additional evidence, used in
)
)
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Probabilistic programs / probabilistic programming

•

Probabilistic program: A probabilistic model defined in a
structured description language (much like a programming
language) using random programming primitives.

•

Due to random primitives, every time the program executes it
returns a different output.

•

Probabilistic programs are a generalization of Bayesian networks,
and many of the other Bayesian models we have discussed.

•

Especially convenient when the prior is too complex to write down
as a set of hypotheses, or the model is awkward or impossible to
write as a Bayesian network.
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Goodman and Josh
In [5]: W = world()
Tenenbaum
list_f_conditions, nsamp=10000):
In [5]: def
W = rejection_sampler(f_return,
world()
https://probmods.org/
def #rejection_sampler(f_return,
list_f_conditions, nsamp=10000):
Input
## Input
f_return : function handle that grabs the variable of interest

from scipy.stats.mstats import zscore
Probabilistic program or Bayesian network?
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n [2]: class world():
def __init__(self):
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generate(self):
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CProbabilistic
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D = A + B + C

programs: Another example

Simple probabilistic program (yet more complex than before)

A = flip()
B = flip()
C = flip()
if C:
D = A + B + C
else:
E = flip()
F = (2*flip())**2
D = A + B + C +E + F
4 Bayesian inference
6
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In [18]: class world():
def __init__(self):
self.generate()
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Probabilistic
flip()
A + B + C

program or Bayesian network?

A = flip()
B = flip()
C = flip()
if C:
D = A + B + C
else:
E = flip()
F = (2*flip())**2
D = A + B + C +E + F

if C is True:
A

B

C

D

if C is False:
C

B
A

E
F

D

Bayesian networks (graphical models) do not have a mechanism
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structures
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From Homework: Reasoning about tennis with
probabilistic programs

Reasoning about tennis with probabilistic programs
Table 1: Patterns of observation for the single player tournaments. Note: An additional
set of 4 patterns was included for which the outcomes of the games were reversed. The
bottom row shows the omniscient commentator’s information in Experiment 2. For
example, in the confounded case, player B was lazy in the second game.
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Note: A > B means that A won against B.
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This0.5set of function definitions specifies a simple lexicon of concepts for reasoning
about the ping pong domain.
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be 1further composed with symbols and each other to describe specific situations. For
instance, the inference in Figure 1 can be described by:
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Figure 2: Mean strength
estimates
(grey bars) and model predictions (black bars) for
judgements
the single player (left)model
and two-player
tournaments (right). The top row shows strength
judgments for cases in which the player won her game(s). The bottom row shows weakness judgments for cases in which the player lost. Numbers above the bars correspond
(a) Single player tournament
(b) Two-player tournament
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Bayesian network formulation depends on set of players
Each specification of the teams changes the Bayes net structure, and thus an
additional modeling mechanism is needed to construct the Bayes nets.
Bob
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Mary
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Bob
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Tom
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Team1
Strength
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Team2
Strength

Winner

sample anew for each game
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2006;
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erties of S and return other
word
values. & Gelman, 2004). Bloom and
Fig. 1 also shows an example of a CP-knower lexicon.
This function makes use of the counting routine and recur3
Hypothesis
1
sion.
First, this function
checks if S containsHypothesis
a single element, returning ‘‘one’’ if it does. If not, this function calls
set-difference on S and (select S). This has the effect of
choosing an element from S and removing it, yielding a

Program induction

Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis N …

program
generates
data

Which is the
right program?
“six”

“two”

inference

Data (D)
“one”

Most likely
to have
generated
the data?

“one”

the LOT. These include subset-knower, CP-knower, and Mod-N hypotheses. The actual hypothesis space for this model is
ons which can be constructed in the LOT.

Program induction

•

Data is generated from an unknown program, where unlike
standard probabilistic programming, we don’t know the
structure of the program.

•

Prior over programs is usually defined by assuming a set
of programming primitives and combination operations,
which is also referred to as a “Language of thought” model
in cognitive science (a la Jerry Fodor)

•

More analogous to “structure learning” for Bayesian
networks, where we are searching for the right causal
model that generated the data.

Language of thought / program induction in Python

Motivation: We need more than Bayesian
networks to represent complex, real causal
processes for generating data

ng a horse on a
road

same causal process

different examples

(Figure credit: Hinton & Nair, 2006)

…

Is it growing too
close to my house?
How will it grow if I trim it?
an airplane is parked on the
tarmac at an airport

state-of-the-art neural net caption generation:
a group of people standing on
“A group of people standing on top of a beach”
top of a beach

Case study: Learning new handwritten letters
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Human-level concept learning
through probabilistic
program induction
Brenden M. Lake,1* Ruslan Salakhutdinov,2 Joshua B. Tenenbaum3
People learning new concepts can often generalize successfully from just a single example,
yet machine learning algorithms typically require tens or hundreds of examples to
perform with similar accuracy. People can also use learned concepts in richer ways than
conventional algorithms—for action, imagination, and explanation. We present a
computational model that captures these human learning abilities for a large class of
simple visual concepts: handwritten characters from the world’s alphabets. The model
represents concepts as simple programs that best explain observed examples under a
Bayesian criterion. On a challenging one-shot classification task, the model achieves
human-level performance while outperforming recent deep learning approaches. We also
present several “visual Turing tests” probing the model’s creative generalization abilities,
which in many cases are indistinguishable from human behavior.

D

espite remarkable advances in artificial
intelligence and machine learning, two
aspects of human conceptual knowledge
have eluded machine systems. First, for
most interesting kinds of natural and manmade categories, people can learn a new concept

new concept, and even children can make meaningful generalizations via “one-shot learning”
(1–3). In contrast, many of the leading approaches
in machine learning are also the most data-hungry,
especially “deep learning” models that have
achieved new levels of performance on object
and speech recognition benchmarks (4–9). Second, people learn richer representations than
machines do, even for simple concepts (Fig. 1B),
using them for a wider range of functions, including (Fig. 1, ii) creating new exemplars (10),
(Fig. 1, iii) parsing objects into parts and relations (11), and (Fig. 1, iv) creating new abstract
categories of objects based on existing categories
(12, 13). In contrast, the best machine classifiers
do not perform these additional functions, which
are rarely studied and usually require specialized algorithms. A central challenge is to explain these two aspects of human-level concept
learning: How do people learn new concepts
from just one or a few examples? And how do
people learn such abstract, rich, and flexible representations? An even greater challenge arises
when putting them together: How can learning
succeed from such sparse data yet also produce
such rich representations? For any theory of
1

from just one or a handful of examples, whereas
standard algorithms in machine learning require
tens or hundreds of examples to perform similarly. For instance, people may only need to see
one example of a novel two-wheeled vehicle
(Fig. 1A) in order to grasp the boundaries of the
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Standard machine learning approach: Deep neural
network with large amounts of data
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Layer 2: 12 feature maps
FilterFilter
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Layer 1: 4 feature maps

Filter
+non-linearity
FilterBank
bank + non-linearity
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Do people represent static characters by their causal dynamics?
same causal process

different examples

(Figure credit: Hinton & Nair, 2006)

Behavioral evidence

Neuroimaging evidence

• Writing experience influences

• Writing experience changes the functional

(Freyd, 1983; Tse & Cavanagh, 2000; Knoblich & Prinz, 2001;
James & Gauthier, 2009).

(James & Atwood, 2009; James, 2010)

• Inferring the dynamics from static

• Motor areas of cortex respond to static letters.

perception

letters.

(Babcock & Freyd, 1988)

specialization of visual cortex for letters.

(Anderson et al., 1990; Loncamp et al., 2003; James & Gauthier, 2006;
Longcamp et al., 2006; Longcamp et al., 2010 )
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a b s t r a c t
In acquiring number words, children exhibit a qualitative leap in which they transition
from understanding a few number words, to possessing a rich system of interrelated
numerical concepts. We present a computational framework for understanding this inductive leap as the consequence of statistical inference over a sufficiently powerful representational system. We provide an implemented model that is powerful enough to learn
number word meanings and other related conceptual systems from naturalistic data. The
model shows that bootstrapping can be made computationally and philosophically wellfounded as a theory of number learning. Our approach demonstrates how learners may
combine core cognitive operations to build sophisticated representations during the course
of development, and how this process explains observed developmental patterns in number word learning.
! 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Children’s development of numerical concepts

“Give-a-number” task
“Give me two”
“Give me three”

(Wynn, 1990; Wynn, 1992)

Children’s development of numerical concepts
Children progress through a series of stages
• “one-knower”, “two-knower,” “three-known,” “fourknower” (sometimes), and then “cardinal-principle knower”
Example: “two knower”
give me one:
give me two:
give me three:

OR

OR

(inconsistent; arbitrary response beyond “two”)

…

Children fell into five groups according to the numerosities at which they
succeeded. Table 4 shows the number and ages of children in each group,
and how high the
children in each group
could
count (determined
by averagChildren’s
development
of
numerical
concepts
ren’s highest correct counts in the count/how-many task) The criterfor a correct
count
the count/how-many
wasofthe
sa:me
as that used
•ion
Critically,
children
canincount
well-beyond thetask
range
their
“knower”
in Experiment 1: Children had to start the count with the first element in
status, yet they don’t understand the meaning of the numbers.
their own stably ordered list, a.nd were allc-ved a single one-to-one correspon•dence
Transition
from “N-knower”
“CP-knower”
happens
roughly
five, anQ
six items, and a
or stable-order
mistaketo on
sets of three,
between
ages 2.5mistake
and 3.5w sets of two items.
single
stable-order
Table 4.

Patterns of success in give-a-number task in Experiment 3
_Chunting ability

kccess pattern
_~_--~
-_____
1

one-knower
two-knower
three-knower
CP-knower

2

+

-

3
.“5
___I
-.
_

+
+
+

-t
-I
+

G
+

+
~___._

6

+

-

Number of
children
1
3
2
4
7
-~. -- -

-

-- -

i&an
age
2:s
3:o
2:1”1
3:5
3:7
__ _-. -

Mean
3.00
4.67
4.50
5.75
6.00
. ----

Note: “+” indicates success on a numerosity; “-“ intiir,res faiiure.

(data from Wynn, 1990)

(range)
(3-3)
(3-6)
(3-6)
(5-6)
(6-63

Programming primitives allowed in the
language of thought model
S.T. Piantadosi et al. / Cognition 123 (2012) 199–217

Table 1
Primitive operations allowed in the LOT. All valid compositions of these primitives are potential hypotheses for the model.
Functions mapping sets to truth values
(singleton? X)
(doubleton? X)
(tripleton? X)

Returns true iff the set X has exactly one element
Returns true iff the set X has exactly two elements
Returns true iff the set X has exactly three elements

Functions on sets
(set-difference X Y)
(union X Y)
(intersection X Y)
(select X)

Returns
Returns
Returns
Returns

the set that results from removing Y from X
the union of sets X and Y
the intersect of sets X and Y
a set containing a single element from X

Logical functions
(and P Q)
(or P Q)
(not P)
(if P X Y)

Returns
Returns
Returns
Returns

TRUE if P and Q are both true
TRUE if either P or Q is true
TRUE iff P is false
X iff P is true, Y otherwise

Functions on the counting routine
(next W)
(prev W)
(equal-word? W V)

Returns the word after W in the counting routine
Returns the word before W in the counting routine
Returns TRUE if W and V are the same word

Recursion
(L S)

Returns the result of evaluating the entire current lambda expression on se

(select S) always is a set of size one since se
e sequence of number words ‘‘one’’, ‘‘two’’, ‘‘three’’,
(Piantadosi,
& Goodman)
singleTenenbaum
element. L is therefore
evaluated the
known to children before they start to learn
the
returned by (select S). Because L returns the
’ numerical meanings (Fuson, 1988). In this formal

‘‘Can you show me blicket balloons?’’ Similarly, children
map number words to some type of cardinality, even if
they do not know which cardinalities (Lipton & Spelke,
2006; Sarnecka & Gelman, 2004). Bloom and Wynn

sion. First, this function checks if S cont
ment, returning ‘‘one’’ if it does. If not, t
set-difference on S and (select S). This
choosing an element from S and remov

Example hypotheses in a language of thought
example set S

S.
indicates a function
that takes a set S as
an argument.

Defining a prior distribution over programs
(a “Probabilistic Language of Thought”)
W
Word

Formalism used:
probabilistic context-free
grammar
B
Boolean

…

(if B the W else W)

“one”

“two”

“three”

…
(if (singleton? S) then W else W)

(if (singleton? S) then “one” else W)

(if (and B B) W else W)

…

(if (singleton? S) then “one” else “undefined”)

(if (and (True) B) W else W)

Probabilistic model over programs
Example L

Data (D)
“six”

Probabilistic model

“two”

P (L)

prior on programs L
(defined with probabilistic
grammar)

“one”
“one”

P (D|L)
206

S.T. Piantadosi et al. / Cognition 123 (2012) 199–217

words. This provides a distribution of number words much
like that observed cross-linguistically by Dehaene and Mehler (1992), but likely overestimates the probability of ‘‘one’’.
Noisy data that fits the generative assumptions of the model
was created for the learner by pairing each set size with the
correct word with probability a, and with a uniformly chosen word with probability 1 ! a.
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Fig. 2. Number word frequencies from CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000)
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P (L|D) =
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The previous section established a formal probabilistic
model which assigns any potential hypothesized numerical
system L a probability, conditioning on some observed data
consisting of sets and word-types. This probabilistic model defines the probability of a lambda expression, but does not say
how one might find high-probability hypotheses or compute
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However, within the domain of functions which map
sets to words, this hypothesis space is relatively unrestricted. Some example hypotheses are shown in Fig. 1.
3.4. Hypothesis space for the model
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Abstract
A hallmark of human intelligence is the ability to ask rich, creative, and revealing
questions. Here we introduce a cognitive model capable of constructing humanlike questions. Our approach treats questions as formal programs that, when executed on the state of the world, output an answer. The model specifies a probability
distribution over a complex, compositional space of programs, favoring concise
programs that help the agent learn in the current context. We evaluate our approach by modeling the types of open-ended questions generated by humans who
were attempting to learn about an ambiguous situation in a game. We find that our
model predicts what questions people will ask, and can creatively produce novel
questions that were not present in the training set. In addition, we compare a number of model variants, finding that both question informativeness and complexity
are important for producing human-like questions.

1 Introduction
In active machine learning, a learner is able to query an oracle in order to obtain information that is
expected to improve performance. Theoretical and empirical results show that active learning can
speed acquisition for a variety of learning tasks [see 21, for a review]. Although impressive, most

active learning for people and machines
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Figure 1: With the goal to locate all three ships (blue, red, purple)
on the grid, a participant uncovers tile by tile. At a certain point
this sampling phase is stopped and the participant guesses the color
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Location/standard queries
What color is at [row][column]?
Is there a ship at [row][column]?
Is there a [color incl water] tile at [row][column]?
Region queries
Is there any ship in row [row]?
Is there any part of the [color] ship in row [row]?
How many tiles in row [row] are occupied by ships?
Are there any ships in the bottom half of the grid?
Is there any ship in column [column]?
Is there any part of the [color] ship in column [column]?
Are all parts of the [color] ship in column [column]?
How many tiles in column [column] are occupied by ships?
Is any part of the [color] ship in the left half of the grid?
Ship size queries
How many tiles is the [color] ship?
Is the [color] ship [size] tiles long?
Is the [color] ship [size] or more tiles long?
How many ships are [size] tiles long?
Are any ships [size] tiles long?
Are all ships [size] tiles long?
Are all ships the same size?
Do the [color1] ship and the [color2] ship have the same size?
Is the [color1] ship longer than the [color2] ship?
How many tiles are occupied by ships?
Ship orientation queries
Is the [color] ship horizontal?
How many ships are horizontal?
Are there more horizontal ships than vertical ships?
Are all ships horizontal?
Are all ships vertical?
Are the [color1] ship and the [color2] ship parallel?
Adjacency queries
Do the [color1] ship and the [color2] ship touch?
Are any of the ships touching?
Does the [color] ship touch any other ship?
Does the [color] ship touch both other ships?
Demonstration queries
What is the location of one [color] tile?
At what location is the top left part of the [color] ship?
At what location is the bottom right part of the [color] ship?
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How do people think of a question to ask?
question asking as program generation
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Figure 1: With the goal to locate all three ships (blue, red, purple)
on the grid, a participant uncovers tile by tile. At a certain point,
this sampling phase is stopped and the participant guesses the color
of the remaining tiles. For each correctly painted tile one point is
awarded.

(+ X X )
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where I[·] is the Shannon entropy. EIG is clos
to machine learning approaches to active learni
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information gathering (Oaksford & Chater, 1994)
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ble configurations H. We model her prior belief distribution
over the hypothesis space, p(h), as uniform over ship sizes.
The prior is specified by first sampling the size of each ship
from a uniform distribution and second sampling uniformly a
configuration from the space of possible configurations given
those sizes. The player can make a query x (turning over a
tile or asking a natural language question) and receives the
response d (the answer). The player can then update her posterior probability distribution over the hypothesis space by
applying Bayes’ rule,
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The likelihood function p(d|h; x) is 1n if d is a valid response
to the question x (and zero otherwise). The normalizing constant, n, depends on the type of question asked. For example when asking for the coordinates of any one of the
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orientation
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demonstration

Questions as programs

QUESTION
What color is at A1?
Is there a ship at A1?
Is there a blue tile at A1?
Is there any ship in row 1?
Is there any part of the blue ship in row 1?
Are all parts of the blue ship in row 1?
How many tiles in row 1 are occupied by ships?
Are there any ships in the bottom half of the grid?
Is there any ship in column 1?
Is there any part of the blue ship in column 1?
Are all parts of the blue ship in column 1?
How many tiles in column 1 are occupied by ships?
Is any part of the blue ship in the left half of the grid?
How many tiles is the blue ship?
Is the blue ship 3 tiles long?
Is the blue ship 3 or more tiles long?
How many ships are 3 tiles long?
Are any ships 3 tiles long?
Are all ships 3 tiles long?
Are all ships the same size?
Do the blue ship and the red ship have the same size?
Is the blue ship longer than the red ship?
How many tiles are occupied by ships?
Is the blue ship horizontal?
How many ships are horizontal?
Are there more horizontal ships than vertical ships?
Are all ships horizontal?
Are all ships vertical?
Are the blue ship and the red ship parallel?
Do the blue ship and the red ship touch?
Are any of the ships touching?
Does the blue ship touch any other ship?
Does the blue ship touch both other ships?
What is the location of one blue tile?
At what location is the top left part of the blue ship?
At what location is the bottom right part of the blue ship?

FUNCTION
location
locationA
locationD
row
rowD
rowDL
rowNA
rowX2
col
colD
colDL
colNA
colX1
shipsize
shipsizeD
shipsizeM
shipsizeN
shipsizeDA
shipsizeDL
shipsizeL
shipsizeX1
shipsizeX2
totalshipsize
horizontal
horizontalN
horizontalM
horizontalL
verticalL
parallel
touching
touchingA
touchingXA
touchingX1
demonstration
topleft
bottomright

EXPRESSION
(color A1)
(not (= (color A1) Water))
(= (color A1) Blue)
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (row x) 1) (not (= (color x) Water)))) (set A1 ... F6))) 0)
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (row x) 1) (= (color x) Blue))) (set A1 ... F6))) 0)
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (row x) 1) (= (color x) Blue))) (set A1 ... F6))) 1)
(+ (map ( x (and (= (row x) 1) (not (= (color x) Water)))) (set A1 ... F6)))
...
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (col x) 1) (not (= (color x) Water)))) (set A1 ... F6))) 0)
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (col x) 1) (= (color x) Blue))) (set A1 ... F6))) 0)
(> (+ (map ( x (and (= (col x) 1) (= (color x) Blue))) (set A1 ... F6))) 1)
(+ (map ( x (and (= (col x) 1) (not (= (color x) Water)))) (set A1 ... F6)))
...
(size Blue)
(= (size Blue) 3)
(or (= (size Blue) 3) (> (size Blue) 3))
(+ (map ( x (= (size x) 3)) (set Blue Red Purple)))
(> (+ (map ( x (= (size x) 3)) (set Blue Red Purple))) 0)
(= (+ (map ( x (= (size x) 3)) (set Blue Red Purple))) 3)
(= (map ( x (size x)) (set Blue Red Purple)))
(= (size Blue) (size Red))
(> (size Blue) (size Red))
(+ (map ( x (size x)) (set Blue Red Purple)))
(= (orient Blue) H)
(+ (map ( x (= (orient x) H) (set Blue Red Purple))))
(> (+ (map ( x (= (orient x) H) (set Blue Red Purple)))) 1)
(= (+ (map ( x (= (orient x) H) (set Blue Red Purple)))) 3)
(= (+ (map ( x (= (orient x) H) (set Blue Red Purple)))) 0)
(= (orient Blue) (orient Red))
(touch Blue Red)
(or (touch Blue Red) (or (touch Blue Purple) (touch Red Purple)))
(or (touch Blue Red) (touch Blue Purple))
(and (touch Blue Red) (touch Blue Purple))
(draw (select (set A1 ... F6) Blue))*
(topleft Blue)
(bottomright Blue)

Such fully formed expression can be
evaluated by the computer (e.g., to compute EIG).

Defining an infinite set of questions through
compositionality
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